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Setting the Tone
As forward-thinking as the brand can be, Louis Vuitton’s first tableware 

collection strikes a traditional note. Featuring three distinct lines crafted in 

Limoges porcelain, the collection celebrates LV’s monogram flower in a white-

and-blue color scheme. Crystal makes an appearance in the form of the 

Twist glass, which gets its name from the swirling pattern at the base of its 

silhouette. The collection covers everything from dinner plates to decanters. 

us.louisvuitton.com

above and right: Porcelain pieces 
in Louis Vuitton’s tableware 
collection feature the brand’s 
iconic monogram flower. 

above: LV’s Twist glasses come in emerald, Venetian ruby, 
sapphire blue, and amber, as well as in a clear version.

LOUIS VUITTON CHECKS OFF ANOTHER BOX WITH THE 
RELEASE OF THE BRAND’S FIRST TABLEWARE COLLECTION 

Ruvati is dedicated to making the good life 
even better. Case in point: the brand’s new 
Ibiza collection of sinks specifically created 
with wet bars in mind. These sleek engineered 
contraptions feature a built-in glass rinser for 
quick cleaning of everything from coffee mugs 
to wine goblets. Additionally, the sink 
comes with a wood cutting board 
that spans the width of the basin to 
instantly create a prep area and 
allow glassware to drip-dry in the 
rinse grid safely. As expected, the 
sinks are constructed of top-of-
the-line 16-gauge stainless steel 
that’s guaranteed to never rust or 
stain. ruvati.com

Rinse 
and Repeat 

above and left: Ideal for a wet bar set-up, Ruvati’s new Ibiza sink features a wood 
cutting board for prep work that can be easily integrated and removed.


